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Abstract 11 

Saline aquifers constitute the most abundant geological storage option for Carbon Capture and 12 

Storage (CCS) projects. When injected in the aquifer, due to its lower density in comparison to the 13 

in-situ brine, the free phase CO2 tends to migrate upwards. This vertical migration is generally tens 14 

of metres depending on the reservoir thickness, despite the plume migration distance in the horizontal 15 

direction which could be over hundreds of kilometres (depending on the time horizon, reservoir 16 

characteristics, trapping mechanisms involved, etc.). In many situations, the plume ends up as a 17 

separate region below a sealing barrier. This large aspect ratio between the plume migration in the 18 

horizontal and vertical directions would potentially validate the use of vertical equilibrium (VE) 19 

models in CO2 storage studies. In other words, when phase segregation occurs rapidly compared to 20 

the time scale studied, vertical equilibrium can be assumed, allowing for the use of specially adapted 21 

models. In the VE model, the equilibrium between brine and CO2 is pre-assumed at all times. Under 22 

this assumption, the injected CO2 plume flow in 3D can be approximated in terms of its thickness in 23 

order to obtain a 2D simulation model, which consequently decreases the computational costs. The 24 

time by which phase segregation occurs depends on the aquifer thickness, aquifer permeability, fluid 25 

properties, etc. However, the CO2 and in-situ brine are separated considerably fast and form two 26 

separate layers, in comparison to the time period for lateral migration. 27 

The CO2lab module of the Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST) used in this work, is a set 28 

of open source simulation and workflow tools to study the long-term, large-scale storage of CO2. We 29 

employed the VE tool in MRST-CO2lab (MVE) to study the effect of caprock morphology on the 30 

CO2 migration. The results have been compared with a number of simulators including ECLIPSE-31 

black-oil (E100), ECLIPSE-compositional (E300) and ECLIPSE-VE (EVE) models and the 32 

differences between the approaches are analysed and discussed in detail. In particular, we focused on 33 

the impact of caprock morphology and aquifer top-surface slope on the CO2 structural and dissolution 34 

trapping mechanisms and plume migration. The results indicated a good agreement for the ultimate 35 

plume shapes in all the models. However, the amount of dissolved CO2 in the brine was different. 36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

Numerical simulators are important tools for studying problems related to the safe storage of CO2 in 39 

saline aquifers. They have become essential when investigating safety, feasibility and economic 40 

concerns related to a CCS project. Therefore, it is important that we have confidence in the results 41 

provided by numerical simulators, and understand how sensitive their responses are with respect to 42 

storage site parameters. 43 
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One of the key sensitivity issues when modelling CO2 storage is caprock geometry, both at the large 44 

and smaller scale (Ahmadinia, Shariatipour, & Sadri, 2019; Onoja& Shariatipour, 2018). The caprock 45 

geometry of the sedimentary rocks is usually deformed with geological time which results in 46 

structures such as tilted beds and folds. Sinusoidal structures which are formed through both 47 

deformation and deposition processes are common in sedimentary rocks. They are observed in 48 

different scales from which folds and bedforms are the main types (Han& Kim, 2018). Folds which 49 

are the results of non-isostatic pressure (stress) and are the largest type of sinusoidal features have 50 

three broad classes, namely anticlines, synclines and monoclines. The first two types which are 51 

generally the results of regional folding are of our interest in this study. Bedforms can be found in a 52 

wide range of environments such as eolian and fluvial. These sine-wave shaped morphological 53 

features are usually formed at the interface between the bed and fluid (Mountney, Posamentier, & 54 

Walker, 2006).  55 

As discussed, occurrences of dipping strata and sine-wave structures are widespread in geological 56 

settings. In the literature (Jones et al., 2009; Pringle et al., 2010), rugosity refers to the topography 57 

variation which is smaller than the typical seismic resolution (around 10  m) and is recognisable using 58 

LiDAR scanning of outcrops. The current study assumes that such heterogeneous features (rugosity 59 

and dipping strata) are preserved in the targeted storage site, could impact the CO2 plume storage and 60 

trapping process.   61 

The model data representing the formation characteristics will always be uncertain in the 3D 62 

simulation of the CO2 storage. Regardless of the predominant driving force in the model, the presence 63 

of heterogeneity may considerably alter the plume migration path. Most of the aquifers, in reality, 64 

have complex geology, such as Sleipner in the North Sea which has a complex layered structure. The 65 

detailed modelling of the aquifer is not always available due to the limited number of exploration 66 

wells and a dearth of seismic data. While the plume migration path in the long-term is governed by 67 

the caprock morphology, oversimplified top surfaces are sometimes considered in simulation studies 68 

(Shariatipour, Seyed M., Pickup, & Mackay, 2016).  69 

Current approaches are unable to fully resolve the problems involved in the relevant physics, 70 

upscaling, and numerical modelling in the practical simulation of CO2 in geological formations.  71 

Therefore, the problem needs to be simplified to be computationally feasible. A benchmark study was 72 

performed (Nordbotten, J. M. et al., 2012) using three distinct approaches including reduced physics, 73 

upscaling and non-converged discretisation to simplify the problem. The CO2 storage in a simplified 74 

aquifer was simulated using different simulation approaches to answer relevant storage questions. 75 

The results for the various simulation method and assumption were divergent which shows that even 76 

with highly idealised problems, the numerical simulation tools are not providing convincing results. 77 

For this study, we employed the CO2lab module in MRST (Bao et al., 2017) and the results have then 78 

been compared with three numerical solutions provided by ECLIPSE software, namely E300, E100 79 

and EVE. It is worth to mention that E300 is a compositional simulator, and thus differs significantly 80 

from the three others which are all based on the black-oil formulation. The Matlab Reservoir 81 

Simulation Toolkit (MRST) has been developed by the Computational Geoscience Group within the 82 

Department of Mathematics and Cybernetics at the division of SINTEF Digital in Norway. The 83 

CO2lab module is based on the vertical equilibrium assumption which facilitates the modelling of 84 

large-scale CO2 migration. Vertical equilibrium method  supports modelling of most relevant physical 85 

effects involved in long-term migration, and its applicability on realistic models has been the topic of 86 

multiple past studies  (Ahmadinia& Shariatipour, 2019; Bandilla, Karl& Celia, 2019; Court et al., 87 

2012; Gasda, Nordbotten, & Celia, 2009; Nilsen, Lie, & Andersen, 2016a). After being injected, the 88 

supercritical CO2 may potentially migrate several hundreds of kilometres in the horizontal direction, 89 
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with very limited vertical movement (typically tens of meters), (Shariatipour, Seyed M. et al., 2016). 90 

For long-term storage of CO2, plume migration is controlled by gravity and capillary forces (Bjørnarå 91 

et al., 2014). Since the gravity segregation is often a fairly short timescale process (due to the 92 

difference between the fluid densities), the plume will eventually form a thin layer beneath the 93 

caprock after the injection has ended (Ahmadinia et al. ). Thus, the vertical fluid segregation is prompt 94 

compared with the up-dip migration and we can assume that the fluids are fully segregated and are in 95 

vertical equilibrium.  96 

It is possible to formulate the VE model in a black oil simulation framework as it has the same 97 

structure for multiphase flows as traditional equations. The VE model in the MRST (MVE) is based 98 

on fully implicit solvers and is adaptable to industry standards (Nilsen, Lie, & Andersen, 2016b). As 99 

mentioned above, the VE assumption is valid for the long-term storage of the CO2 where the timescale 100 

is larger than the vertical segregation time. It should be noted that the VE model avoids errors caused 101 

by vertical discretisation, but is built on the assumption of vertical equilibrium, and will, therefore, 102 

introduce modelling errors of its own if this assumption is not justified. When using the VE method, 103 

the layer heterogeneity in permeability is ignored which is a source of error and may invalidate the 104 

single-layer VE approach if there are strong vertical variation in permeability. However, some recent 105 

studies (Møyner& Nilsen, 2017; Møyner, Andersen, & Nilsen, 2018) have applied VE in a multilayer 106 

setting with strong permeability contrast, combined with full 3D discretisation locally where needed. 107 

The errors introduced by VE assumption are in many cases smaller than the errors induced by low 108 

lateral resolution grids to make the 3D simulations computationally feasible (Nilsen et al., 2016a). 109 

Moreover, benchmark studies (Class et al., 2009; Nordbotten, J. M. et al., 2012) show that 3D 110 

numerical simulations are sometimes challenging and the important enquiries concerning the CO2 111 

sequestration cannot be forecasted convincingly, even in a highly idealised problem. 112 

In a VE simulation model, the problem dimension is reduced to 2D. The significant reduction in the 113 

number of unknowns of the 2D system compared to the 3D system significantly reduces the 114 

computational cost of the problem. Therefore, it allows the modeller to e.g. increase lateral grid 115 

resolution beyond what would be otherwise practical for 3D simulations. Using the upscaled 2D 116 

variables from the VE formulations, it is possible to reconstruct the 3D solution through analytical 117 

calculations. VE assumption can be considered a special case of the more general Dupuit assumption 118 

(Bear, 2013), which states in an unconfined flat aquifer with hydrostatic groundwater, the water 119 

discharge is proportional to the thickness of the saturated aquifer.  Many researchers (Coats et al., 120 

1967; Coats, Dempsey, & Henderson, 1971; Martin, 1958; Martin, 1968) used similar models several 121 

decades ago in the petroleum industry. The performance of a number of 3D numerical methods has 122 

been investigated (Class et al., 2009) on specific problems related to the CO2 storage in geological 123 

models. The results showed a reasonable degree of agreements. The major sources of error were 124 

believed to be due to gridding, wrong inputs and different interpretations of the problem (such as 125 

boundary conditions). 126 

There are some benchmark studies comparing the performance simulations tools in CO2 storage 127 

problems. Early comparison of full 3D simulation and VE calculations on a real model was done on 128 

the Utsira formation in (Nilsen et al., 2011). In that paper, a simplified model that did not include 129 

capillary pressure and dissolution was considered. The results showed that the VE model was 130 

significantly faster than the 3D simulation for the case studied. Moreover, when segregation is 131 

achieved, the solutions provided by the VE models were more accurate than their 3D counterparts. 132 

The spatial distribution of reservoir permeability was modified to find a match the observed and 133 

calculated plume extension data for the Sleipner model. The authors (Cowton et al., 2018) developed 134 

a vertically integrated fluid flow simulator and their results were nearly identical to those of E100. A 135 
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number of (10 in total) mathematical and numerical models were applied (Class et al., 2009) to three 136 

different benchmark studies including: Leakage of injected CO2 into overlying formations through a 137 

leaky well, enhanced gas recovery (EGR) by injection of CO2 and CO2 plume spreading and 138 

dissolution and storage mechanisms in a large-scale heterogeneous reservoir. According to their 139 

study, realistic heterogeneities and uncertainties, due to different ways of incorporating heterogeneity 140 

within the applied spatial discretisation, have a noticeable impact on the results. A simplified CO2 141 

storage study was designed (Nordbotten, J. M. et al., 2012) to understand the extent of variability in 142 

model predictions resulted by applying different modelling approaches to the same problem. Six 143 

research groups participated using the 3D simulator (4 groups), MVE and analytical approaches. 144 

Despite considering a relatively simple, idealised problem the resulted model predictions varied 145 

significantly. The source of errors was mainly due to a difference in physical processes (such as 146 

dissolution and capillary pressure), numerical modelling approaches, upscaling and interpretation of 147 

problem definition. 148 

To our knowledge, this is one of the first benchmark studies on the impact of caprock morphology 149 

on CO2 storage migration using a number of modelling approaches (E100, E300, EVE and MVE). 150 

Especially, we have investigated the impact of small-scale, sinusoidal undulations in the caprock 151 

(which we refer to as 'rugosity') on CO2 plume migration and dissolution trapping. For this purpose, 152 

we constructed 15 sets of 3D geological models with a wide range of rugosity and slopes in Matlab; 153 

and systemically analysed the performance of 4 simulation tools in a CO2 storage study. The objective 154 

is to show the benefits of using VE approach for CO2 migration and dissolution in a geological model 155 

while focusing on a realistic caprock morphology.  156 

 157 

2.  Mathematical formulation 158 

In this section, the governing equations for the flow dynamics in the VE and 3D models are compared. 159 

Equation 1 describes the mass conservation in the 3D simulations on the fine scale, 160 
𝜕(𝜑𝜌𝛼𝑠𝛼)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻. 𝜌𝛼𝑢𝛼 = 𝜌𝛼𝑞𝛼        Equation 1 161 

where, 162 

𝛼: fluid phase (w or g), 163 

φ: porosity, 164 

𝜌𝛼: fluid density, 165 

𝑠𝛼: phase saturation,  166 

𝑞𝛼: phase volumetric flux, 167 

𝑢𝛼: is the fluid velocity, given by Darcy’s equation  168 

 169 

𝑢𝛼 = −𝑘𝜆𝛼(∇𝑝𝛼 − 𝜌𝛼𝑔)         Equation 2 170 

 171 

where, 172 

𝑘: rock absolute permeability, 173 

𝜆𝛼: fluid mobility, 174 

𝜆𝛼 = 𝜆𝛼  (𝑠𝑤) =
𝑘𝑟𝛼(𝑠𝑤)

𝜇𝛼
, 𝑘𝑟𝛼 and 𝜇𝛼 denote for relative permeability and fluid viscosity respectively 175 

𝑝𝛼: fluid pressure, 176 

𝑔: gravitational acceleration,  177 

 178 
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Replacing the parameters in Equation 1 with their vertically integrated counterparts, it is possible to 179 

derive the governing equation for the vertical equilibrium approach. For simplicity, a sharp interface 180 

between the fluids is assumed. A detailed derivation can be found in (Bandilla, Karl W., Celia, & 181 

Leister, 2014; Møll Nilsen et al., 2011; Nilsen et al., 2016b). Here we present the final mass 182 

conversation relation in the VE model. Plume thickness below the caprock is used as a variable to 183 

present the equation in fractional form (Nilsen et al., 2017).  184 

Φ
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑓(ℎ) (𝑈𝑡 − 𝑘(𝜚𝑤 − 𝜚𝑔)Ʌ𝑔(ℎ)Ʌ𝑤(𝐻 − ℎ)𝑔∇(𝑧𝑡 + ℎ)) = 𝑄𝑔    Equation 3 185 

where, 186 

h: plume thickness, 187 

H= aquifer thickness, 188 

Φ: porosity, 189 

𝜚𝛼: phase density, 190 

𝑧𝑡: top surface depth,  191 

𝑈𝑡: total volume flux which is given by Darcy’s equation,   192 

 193 

𝑈𝑡 = −𝑘Ʌ𝑡(ℎ)(∇𝑝𝑖 − [𝜌𝑤 − (𝜌𝑤 − 𝜌𝑔)𝑓𝑔(ℎ)]𝑔∇(𝑧𝑡 + ℎ))    Equation 4 194 

where, 195 

 𝑝𝑖: pressure at the interface of gas and water, 196 

𝑓𝑔: fractional flow function for gas phase which is given by, 197 

 198 

𝑓𝑔 = Ʌ𝑔(ℎ)/[Ʌ𝑤(𝐻 − ℎ) + Ʌ𝑔(ℎ)]        Equation 5 199 

It is important to note that upscaled mobility (Ʌ𝑡 in Equation 4) is different from the fine scale (𝜆𝛼 in 200 

Equation 2) and is defined as (Nordbotten, Jan Martin& Celia, 2011): 201 

 202 

Ʌ𝛼 ≡ ∫ 𝜆𝛼,||𝑘||𝑑𝑧
𝜉𝐼

𝜉𝐵
𝑲−1        Equation 6 203 

where, 204 

𝜉𝐵= elevation of the bottom of the formation (surface), 205 

𝜉𝐼= elevation at which two fluids are separated (surface), 206 

𝑲−1= integrated permeability, 207 

 208 

The upscaled parameters in VE formulation are obtained by integrating the fine-scale ones across the 209 

thickness of the aquifer with respect to the z. Therefore despite 𝜆𝛼 which depends on three spatial 210 

parameters ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘z’, Ʌ𝑡 depends on ‘x’ and ‘y’ only (In addition to time).  Several models are 211 

available for the reconstruction of fine-scale saturation and mobility based on the upscaled saturation, 212 

out of which we employed the sharp interface. The method is valid when the capillary pressure effect 213 

is negligible in the 3D model. More details can be found in (Andersen, Gasda, & Nilsen, 2015). 214 

Both ECLIPSE and MRST have implemented their equation using finite-volume discretisation that 215 

is fully implicit in time.  216 

 217 

2.1.Dissolution in E300, E100, EVE and MVE 218 

CO2 dissolves into the brine and saturates at values of a few percents per volume. The CO2 dissolution 219 

algorithm provided by CO2STORE keyword in E300 allows the carbon dioxide to dissolve in the 220 

aqueous phase. The fugacity function for aqueous CO2 is constructed to match solubility data, based 221 

on which the equilibrium between aqueous CO2 and brine is defined. E300 in the current study uses 222 
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Peng-Robison equation of state to compute the fluid properties at their corresponding temperature 223 

and pressure (Schlumberger, 2017). The CO2 solubility in water is a function of temperature, pressure 224 

and salinity which is calculated from the Chang et al. correlation (Chang, Coats, & Nolen, 1996).  225 

The fluid properties in E100 are provided from two dimensional (Brine and dissolved CO2) tabular 226 

data which are a function of pressure and are interpolated and extrapolated if required, at a constant 227 

slope. The tables for E100 can be derived from the E300 fluid inputs, using the PVTi program in 228 

ECLIPSE to make sure the input properties are identical.  Therefore, E100 and E300 input properties 229 

are identical with a high degree of accuracy, and the only difference is in their formulation method 230 

which is black oil and compositional in E100 and E300, respectively. 231 

Vertical Equilibrium in Eclipse (EVE) is an option in E100. Using this option, despite the saturation 232 

data (Which are used to calculate relative permeability and capillary pressures) other rocks and fluid 233 

properties and also simulation approach in EVE are identical to the E100.  In E100 dispersed (Rock 234 

curve, in which the fluids are assumed to be evenly distributed over the grid block) saturation function 235 

is specified, while EVE enables us to specify either dispersed or segregated (VE assumption, where 236 

fluids are in hydrostatic equilibrium) saturation functions, or a weighted average of the two. 237 

Therefore, dissolution in EVE is handled the same way as it is in E100, i.e. using the PVT tables.  238 

While using MVE, CO2 and brine are assumed to be separated by a sharp interface which leads to an 239 

upscaled relative permeability function that is linear (Nilsen et al., 2016a). Viscosity and 240 

compressibility are interpolated from the sampled table (identical to the one used in other simulations) 241 

within the desired temperature and pressure range. CO2 and brine have completely segregated into 242 

different regions, with CO2 on the top and brine on the bottom. In such a fully segregated system, 243 

dissolution occurs only in the interface region. Since CO2 saturated brine at the interface is denser 244 

than the ambient brine, convective mixing may be triggered that significantly enhances the dissolution 245 

by transporting saturated brine away from the two-phase region and downwards into the vertical 246 

column.  This process happens naturally in sufficiently resolved 3D simulators, but in MVE 247 

dissolution is mainly governed by the constant upscaled “rate” value and a maximum dissolution 248 

parameter. The “rate” is constant and unique for this particular study and depends on both rock and 249 

fluid properties. In order to set an accurate value for this “rate”, before starting the main benchmark 250 

study, we performed some simulation using E300 and calculated the gas flow rate for an individual 251 

block. Using this flow rate, the average downward migration speed of CO2 during the post-injection 252 

period is calculated, then it is possible to estimate the suitable up-scaled rate value for the MVE. After 253 

making sure that the “rate” is a good representative of the dissolution happening in the 3D 254 

simulations, we performed the benchmark study. 255 

 256 

3. Numerical simulations  257 

3.1. Model setup 258 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the outcomes of different simulation approaches applied to 259 

the models with various rugosity and aquifer top-surface slope. We compare long-term plume 260 

development, the amount of dissolved CO2, and computational requirements. For this purpose, a 261 

homogeneous closed boundary aquifer was defined, to which we add rugosity and slope depending 262 

on the specific test case. The horizontal permeability is 50 mD which is in the range of In Salah 263 

storage site. CO2 is injected through one centred injector for ten years with a rate of 0.5 Mt/year, 264 

which is comparable to 20% of the emissions of a 500 MW coal-fired power plant (Orr, 2009). The 265 

injection is then followed by 1000 years of post-injection migration.  266 

 267 

 268 
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Details of aquifer parameters are available in Table 1.  269 

Table 1. Aquifer parameters 270 

Parameter Value 

Number of cells (NX×NY×NZ) 201×201×9 

Reservoir size (km) (LX×LY×LZ) 40×40×0.1 

Cell size (m) 

DX×DY 199×199 

DZ 

5 (layers 1-4) 

10 (layers 5-7) 

25 (layers 8-9) 

Rock compressibility (1/bars) 4.35E-5 

Water density at 1500 m depth (kg/m3) 1049 

CO2 density at 1500 m depth (kg/m3) 468 

Residual water saturation (Srw) 0.27 

Residual CO2 saturation (Src) 0.20 

Horizontal Permeability kh (mD) 50 

Vertical to horizontal to Permeability (kv/kh) 0.1 

Porosity 0.2 

Pressure at the 1500 m depth (bar) 147 

Simulation period (years) 1010 

Number of time steps 200 (100*0.1 years + 100*10 years) 

Water viscosity at 150 bar (Centipoise) 0.444 

CO2 viscosity at 150 bar (Centipoise) 0.033 

Reservoir Temperature 80oC 

 271 

The relative permeability curves are shown in Figure 1.  272 

 273 
Figure 1. Relative permeability curves (Smith et al., 2012) 274 

 275 

Four parameters including the aquifer top-surface slope and amplitude of the rugosity in x and y 276 

directions were chosen for our sensitivity analysis. The contact boundary between the caprock and 277 

reservoir is described by the following formula:  278 

𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) = A[sin(𝜔𝑏𝑥) + sin(𝜔𝑏𝑦)] − 𝑅𝑥 sin(𝜔𝑐𝑥) − 𝑅𝑦 sin(𝜔𝑐𝑦) + 𝑥 tan(𝑆𝑥) + 𝑦 tan(𝑆𝑦) Equation 7 279 
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where 𝜔 =
2𝜋

𝜆
 is the angular frequency of the sine wave function and z, x and y are the z, x and y-280 

directional coordinate of the caprock surface, respectively.  281 

 282 

The terms A, 𝜔𝑏 and 𝜔𝑐 are constant in Equation 7 at the values of 40 (m), 25 (rad/m) and 150 (rad/m)  283 

respectively while 𝑅𝑥, 𝑅𝑦, 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 are unique for each case. The first two terms (with “A” as a 284 

multiplier) represent the main structural traps. The next two negative terms represent rugosity which 285 

has a higher frequency than the main structural traps (𝜔𝑐 > 𝜔𝑏). The next two tangential terms 286 

represent the model tilt angles. The amplitude of rugosity, and model dip angles in x and y directions 287 

are represented by 𝑅𝑥, 𝑅𝑦, 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑥 which are the sensitivity analysis parameters in this study.  288 

The base case model is flat (not tilted, 𝑆𝑥 = 𝑆𝑦 = 0 ), without rugosity (𝑅𝑥 = 𝑅𝑦 = 0) and the 289 

caprock is presented local domes only using the first two terms in Equation 7 (Figure 2). The 290 

amplitude of the dome is 40 m, having 𝑅𝑥,𝑦 = 20 add a sinusoidal structure with an average amplitude 291 

of 20 m to the dome. 292 

 293 

 294 
Figure 2. Thickness of Base case (Not to scale) 295 

 296 

 297 

In order to analyse quantitatively how dipping and small-scale structures affect the CO2 storage 298 

process, a function was written in Matlab to construct the geological models using different rugosity 299 

and slope in x and y-direction. The models (Table 2) were then automatically imported into MVE, 300 

E100, E300 and EVE simulators separately and their corresponding results for CO2 dissolution and 301 

computational time were analysed in Matlab (124 simulations in total). The list of simulation cases 302 

is available in Table 2. 303 

Table 2. List of simulation cases 304 

Case # Rx (m) Ry (m) Sx (o) Sy  (o) Case # Rx (m) Ry (m) Sx (o) Sy  (o) 

BASE 0 0 0 0 8 20 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 5 9 20 0 0 5 

2 0 0 5 0 10 20 0 5 0 

3 0 0 5 5 11 20 0 5 5 

4 0 20 0 0 12 20 20 0 0 

5 0 20 0 5 13 20 20 0 5 

6 0 20 5 0 14 20 20 5 0 

7 0 20 5 5 15 20 20 5 5 
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3.2. Justification of constant temperature assumption 305 

The shallowest part of the domain corresponds to 1.5 km depth and a constant temperature of 80oC 306 

is considered in all the models. The impact of temperature becomes more significant in the tilted 307 

models. The highest tilt angle in this study is 5o which results in the following condition (Figure 3):  308 

 CO2 will be injected at the depth of 3.25 km, which is feasible in CO2 storage studies such as 309 

Rousse site in France (4 km) and Weyburn in Canada (3.8km) (Espinoza& Santamarina, 310 

2017). 311 

 The temperature at the top of the model (1.5 km depth) is 80oC. 312 

 The temperature at the injection point (3.25 km depth, middle) is 115oC. 313 

 The temperature at the upmost of the plume (2.55 km depth) is 101oC. 314 

 315 

 316 
Figure 3. Reservoir condition in 5o inclined models. 317 

 318 

If we compare the tilted models (injection point at 3.25 km, 115 oC) with flat models (injection point 319 

at 1.5 km, 80 oC), considering a constant temperature, we ignore 35oC (115 oC-80 oC=35 oC) change 320 

in temperature (which is also equivalent to the distance from injection point to the top of the model 321 

in tilted models). In other words, in this study, the temperature is at a constant value of 80 oC while 322 

the real temperature at the injection point in the models with 5o tilt would be 115 oC. According to 323 

the CO2 solubility data in water (Kohl& Nielsen, 1997), a change in temperature from 80oC to 115oC 324 

at 300 bars (pressure at the injection point in tilted models, Figure 3), results in 0.2% error in CO2 325 

solubility. Based on theoretical data, at high temperature and pressure conditions (such as this study), 326 

CO2 solubility becomes a weak function of temperature which makes the constant temperature 327 

assumption feasible. We performed three sets of experiments using E300 to support this argument. 328 

The surface temperature varies between 0-30oC (Bachu, 2003). We chose 15oC as the surface 329 

temperature and considered three sets of geothermal gradient including: 330 

 331 

 Exp1: A geothermal gradient of 43oC/km until the depth of 1.5km, followed by 20oC/km from 332 

1.5km downward which is the same condition as shown in Figure 3. A related point to consider 333 

is that we have real cases with abnormal geothermal gradients within certain depth such as 334 

Soultz-sous-Forêts (Gérard et al., 2006) in which at the depth of 1000m geothermal gradient 335 

is 100oC/km and decreases to 50 oC/km at 2000m.  336 

 Exp2: A constant geothermal gradient of 20oC/km. 337 

 Exp3: A constant geothermal gradient of 43.3oC/km. 338 

 339 

Details of the geothermal gradients in all the experiments are available in Figure 4.   340 
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 341 
Figure 4. Temperature versus depth data in all the experiments. 342 

We performed simulation using Base Case (0,0,0,0) and Case 1 (0,0,0,5) in E300 considering the 343 

temperature versus depth data presented in Figure 4. The averaged absolute errors between the results 344 

from these experiments and the ones from the paper are reported in Table 3. In this study, we 345 

considered a constant temperature of 80oC which means in both tilted and flat cases the CO2 is 346 

injected at this temperature. The corresponding injection temperature for Base Case in Exp1 and Exp3 347 

and Case 1 in Exp2 is also 80oC (Figure 4) which explains the minimum averaged absolute errors in 348 

these scenarios.   349 

 350 

Table 3. The averaged absolute error between the results from the experiments and the ones from 351 

the paper for Base Case and Case 1. 352 

 The averaged absolute error 

 Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 

Base Case (0,0,0,0) 0.99% 5.29% 2.01% 

Case 1 (0,0,0,5) 4.51% 1.92% 5.36% 

 353 

These results confirm our observation from the CO2 solubility data in water (Kohl& Nielsen, 1997) 354 

and show that regardless of the temperature gradient (Exp1, Exp2 or Exp3), at our operation condition 355 

(above 150 bars and at 80oC), the impact of temperature on the overall dissolution are fairly 356 

negligible.  357 

 358 

3.3.Simulation results 359 

There is good agreement between the final plume distribution results from the ECLIPSE (E100, E300 360 

and EVE) and MRST (MVE) models. The CO2 plume saturation in the top cells of the base case was 361 

compared with four cases (4, 5, 11 and 12) at the end of the simulation in Figure 5. It is clear that the 362 

plume migrates farther in tilted models (Case 4 vs 5) while having rugosity on the top surface limits 363 

its migration extent (Bases case vs 12).  364 

The upscaled (VE) saturation is not the true fine scale (3D) saturation but the one by assuming 365 

hydrostatic fluid pressure distribution in the vertical direction. The upscaled saturation is the fraction 366 

of CO2 in a total vertical column, which is basically the variable 'h' divided by aquifer thickness (when 367 

disregarding residual saturation). To present the vertical equilibrium results more effectively, 3D CO2 368 

saturations are reconstructed from the VE solution for the mobile and residual CO2 interfaces and 369 

then projected onto a 3D image. For this purpose, based on the value of calculated CO2 thickness, 370 

saturation values are allocated to the corresponding cell in the 3D grid. For more information see 371 

(Nilsen, Lie et al. 2016). 372 
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 373 
Figure 5. CO2 saturation profile at the end of the simulation. 374 

 375 

The extent of the plume is seen to be higher in the VE model (EVE and MVE) which could be partially 376 

due to the earlier segregation, and partially due to the numerical diffusion caused by limited vertical 377 

resolution in the 3D model. The other reason is that since the vertical permeability is 5 mD, the plume 378 

spreads much longer before reaching to the top which eventually part of the plume becomes trapped 379 

residually while moving upward in 3D simulations (E100 and E300). However, in the VE model, the 380 

plume’s upwards migration is instantaneous. Figure 6 clearly validates this statement. The top and 381 

side (middle layer) views of the plume distribution are illustrated for the E300 and EVE model. The 382 

plume extent at each end is shown with an arrow. It is clear that a noticeable portion of the CO2 383 

becomes residually trapped in E300 model in bottom layers which consequently results in lower 384 

migration distance/speed.  385 

 386 
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 387 
Figure 6. The side and top views of plume distribution in E300 and EVE models. 388 

The percentage of CO2 dissolution for all the cases is presented in Figure 7. Here we have investigated 389 

the amount of dissolved CO2 at the end of injection, at mid-way and the end of the simulation. Based 390 

on the current simulation parameters, using formula (19) from (Andersen& Nilsen, 2018) segregation 391 

time can be shown to be on the order of 20 years for this scenario. The results indicate that there is a 392 

discrepancy in the early stages (10 years, which is less than segregation time), which is likely caused 393 

by the VE assumption not being approximately valid at this point. The dissolution is seen to be higher 394 

in the VE models (EVE and MVE) than 3D (E100 and E300). As mentioned above, when using the 395 

VE model, the plume migrates to the top of the aquifer instantly, which consequently results in 396 

increased contact with fresh brine, higher migration distances and as a result higher dissolution. This 397 

statement is consistent with the two different trends we observed for the VE and 3D models as well. 398 

For instance, while the dissolution is higher in the Base Case (Rx=0, Ry=0, Sx=0, Sy=0 or 0,0,0,0) 399 

than Cases 1 (0,0,0,5) in the 3D models, the trend is opposite for the VE models. This is due to the 400 
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fact that by increasing the aquifer slope, the cone-shaped CO2 plume around the well area extends 401 

further upslope, thereby increasing in volume and leading to more residual trapping of CO2 (Figure 402 

6). In other words, the plume migration distance becomes smaller in the 3D than VE models which 403 

result in less contact with in-situ brine in farther distances and therefore lower dissolution. In order 404 

to confirm this argument, for Bases Case (0,0,0,0) and Cases 1 (0,0,0,5) we increased the horizontal 405 

and vertical permeability to 500mD and 50mD respectively. The results show an increase in the 406 

amount of dissolution by increasing the tilt angle in both E100 and E300. The corresponding amount 407 

of dissolved CO2 in brine for both simulators for the Bases Case (0,0,0,0) and Cases 1 (0,0,0,5) 408 

became 39.1% and 41.6% while with lower permeability they were 31.1% and 27.2% respectively.  In 409 

the flat cases, the injected CO2 moves upwards vertically with limited lateral migration at bottom 410 

layers (compared to the tilted models), eventually resulting in lower residual trapping and therefore 411 

higher dissolution. Figure 6 also shows that the residual trapping in the Base Case and Case 12 412 

(20,20,0,0) is lower than their equivalent tilted models which are Cases 1 (0,0,0,5) and 13 (20,20,0,5) 413 

respectively. A similar conclusion was reported in previous studies (Shariatipour, S. M., Pickup, & 414 

Mackay, 2016), where the dissolution was seen to decrease by increasing the tilt in the models with 415 

low vertical permeability. Moreover, to assure that the resulted dissolution trend is not due to the 416 

error introduced by low vertical resolutions, the Base Case (0,0,0,0) and Case 1 (0,0,0,5) were refined 417 

to 90 cells in the vertical direction (i.e. 1m vertical resolution). The results remained relatively 418 

unchanged and as it was observed before, the dissolution in the tiled model (Case 1) became lower 419 

than the flat one (Base case).  420 

Another reason for having different behaviours in the amount of dissolution in 3D and vertical 421 

equilibrium models is possibly due to the differences in fluid properties and saturation data. (See 422 

section 2.1). 423 

The results for the E100 and E300 are aligned throughout the simulation. While both VE approaches 424 

show similar overall trends, the MVE shows a higher dissolution which might be due to differences 425 

in how dissolution is actually modelled in the EVE and MVE models as described in the previous 426 

paragraph. The minimum dissolution occurs in the flat model with rugosity in both the x and y 427 

directions (#12), which is due to the fact that the plume becomes immobilised in small structural traps 428 

(Figure 6). In this case, even in 3D models, increasing the slope results in a higher dissolution, so as 429 

a consequence Cases 13 (20,20,0,5) have a higher dissolution than Case 12 (20,20,0,0), which was 430 

not the case for Cases 1 (0,0,0,5) versus the Base case (0,0,0,0). As it is clear in figure 6, the plume 431 

extent in Case 13 (20,20,0,5) is significantly higher than Case 12 (20,20,0,0) for both E300 and EVE 432 

models. 433 

 434 

 435 
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 436 
Figure 7. CO2 dissolution in the aquifer (percentage of total injected CO2), for all the cases after 10 437 

(a), 500 (b) and 1010 (c) years. 438 

 439 

Figure 8 shows the simulation time for all the models. The computational time is evaluated using the 440 

same hardware for all the simulations. As expected, both VE models have significantly lower 441 

computational cost than the 3D simulators. Top surface rugosity and tilt do not appear to play any 442 

major role for the computational time. 443 

 444 
Figure 8. Simulation time for all the cases (minutes) 445 

 446 

4. Conclusion and remarks 447 

In this study, we compared the performance of four simulation models including EVE, E100, E300 448 

and MVE.  The simulations were performed on a homogenous model with a fairly low permeability 449 

of 50 mD and 5 mD in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.  The impact of the reservoir 450 
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slope on dissolution in 3D simulators was found to be different from what we expected in high 451 

permeability aquifers. As reported in previous studies, we observed that increasing the tilt angle 452 

resulted in farther migration and greater contact with the brine, which consequently increases the 453 

dissolution (Pruess& Nordbotten, 2011; Wang et al., 2016). However, in this study, the trend in 3D 454 

simulators was seen to be the opposite, and the dissolution was seen to decrease by increasing the tilt 455 

angle, which is thought to be due to residual trapping of the plume in lower layers due to limited 456 

vertical permeability. Therefore the match between the results from VE and 3D simulators which 457 

were observed in previous studies might not be the case in tight reservoirs. The results showed a good 458 

agreement between the plume shapes in all the models. Concerning the computation costs, MVE 459 

significantly outperformed the E100, E300 and EVE models. 460 

 461 
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